Idiographic understanding and comprehensive diagnosis
There has been a recent growth in emphasis on the importance of idiographic understanding in psychiatric diagnosis. The World Psychiatric Association (WPA) advocates the development of a 'comprehensive' model of diagnosis or assessment. A WPA workgroup charged with formulating an 'International Guidelines for Diagnostic Assessment' (IGDA) has published a guideline called 'Idiographic (Personalised) Diagnostic Formulation' which recommends an idiographic component within psychiatric diagnoses. If accepted, skilled psychiatric diagnostic judgement will have to include an idiographic as well as nomothetic component. What would this involve?
In psychology, the popular use of the distinction between idiographic and nomothetic was widely ascribed to the Nomothetic approaches chart lawlike, or nomological, generalities. Idiographic understanding concerns individual cases described in non-general ways. Both are forms of empirical inquiry, both can deserve the label 'science' but the form of intelligibility is different. Windelband emphasises the idea that the distinction is not one of subject matter but method. The same subject matter might be treated by both approaches. Evolutionary history, for example, can be taken to manifest a constant underlying form (with repeatable effects) susceptible of nomothetic analysis or be thought of as a lengthy but single event, capable of idiographic historical understanding.
What is different about idiographic understanding?
So far, however, I have not specified the way in which idiographic understanding, which focuses on individuals, is supposed to be different. Windelband offers a number of unsatisfactory hints. It, for example, 'seeks structural forms' and 'is devoted to the faithful delineation of the particulars' 1 (p. 178). But this does not distinguish idiographic understanding from a natural scientific account of particular chemical structures couched in invariant nomological terms.
Windelband also suggests that the task of idiographic understanding 'is to breathe new life into some structure of the past in such a way that all of its concrete and distinctive features acquire an ideal actuality or contemporaneity' 1 (p. 178). But even vivid portrayal, or imaginative recreation, of individual events need not amount to understanding. A child might, for example, imaginatively recreate or re-enact the moves of a game of chess without understanding the rules or strategy.
The underlying appeal of idiographic understanding, both in Windelband's work and in its application in comprehensive diagnosis, is its contrast with general knowledge. Windelband argues that an over-emphasis on the general has been present in human thought since the Greeks:
'But the more we strive for knowledge of the concept and the law, the more we are obliged to pass over, forget, and abandon the singular fact as such … 'In opposition to this standpoint, it is necessary to insist upon the following: every interest and judgment, every ascription of human value is based upon the singular and the unique' (Windelband 1 pp.181-182).
Examining value judgements is supposed to reveal the fundamental importance of singular cases as opposed to general kinds in empirical judgements. This implies that there is an important role for a kind of judgement in which there is no implicit comparison -as there is with any general concept -with other cases. Such a judgement would be essentially particular and thus could not include general conceptual elements. It would aim to reflect the uniqueness of individuals for mental health care.
Idiographic and still valid?
This construal of idiographic suggests an immediate problem. How can an essentially one-off judgement meet a general aim of medical diagnosis: validity? What sense is there to the idea that a judgement that does not make implicit comparison to other cases is a valid judgement? In fact the idea that there can be judgements that do not depend on more general conceptual elements and thus are not formed in complete isolation from the rest of one's world view has come under fire in the philosophy of science in the idea that observation is always theory-dependent and more generally in the criticism of the 'Myth of the Given'. If these criticisms are correct then idiographic understanding is itself a myth.
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What then is, or should be, distinctive about comprehensive diagnosis? I suggest that it is the narrative element rather than the supposedly idiographic which is important. Narrative understanding contrasts with nomological or lawlike understanding or explanation not because it aims at one-off events but because it is normative. The connections between elements of a narrative account of a subject reflect how a subject ought to think and act. The subject is compared to an ideal of good thinking. This contrasts with subsumption of events under natural laws in which that normative dimension of what ought to happen is missing. Tailored to an understanding of persons, the elements of a narrative are mental states described in a rational pattern of propositional attitudes.
'The concepts of the propositional attitudes have their proper home in explanations of a special sort: explanations in which things are made intelligible by being revealed to be, or to approximate to being, as they rationally ought to be. This is to be contrasted with a style of explanation in which one makes things intelligible by representing their coming into being as a particular instance of how things generally tend to happen' (McDowell 2 p.389).
One of the ways in which the distinction manifests itself is in the different way anomalies are accounted for in these two forms of understanding. If an explanation by subsumption under a natural law fails because observations of what have happened fail to fit the law then so much the worse either for the accuracy of observations or for the natural law. But this is not the case for narrative accounts where deviations from the standards of good reasoning can be accommodated as occasional lapses of judgement, perhaps explained by other aspects of the pattern which do accord with the standards. (One can, for example, form a mistaken belief for a good reason.)
Despite this difference, narrative accounts are nevertheless couched in general terms and consequently there is no tension between adding such elements to comprehensive diagnosis and aiming for the validity of psychiatric diagnosis. Thus if the supposedly idiographic elements that, in addition to general criteriological or nomological elements, make up comprehensive diagnosis are really narrative in this sense then they do add something genuinely distinct without risk to their validity. They add a rational normative form of understanding that has a different underlying logic to explanation by subsumption under natural laws. But while they furnish accounts that can be tailored to individual subjects and help to outline individual human subjectivity, this is not to deny their implicit generality. The concepts that form narrative accounts can be applied in different ways to different subjects providing that the narratives so formed are shaped in recognisable rational patterns.
Conclusion
Mental health care raises as many conceptual as empirical issues. One aspect that deserves closer scrutiny is the nature of clinical judgement of which one facet is the call for idiographic elements in comprehensive diagnosis. But there are many others. Indeed the growing success of psychiatry in understanding both the mind and brain, as well as changing political pressures on mental health care, will make this more rather than less true. That is why a closer, and two-way, relation between philosophy and psychiatry -exemplified in teaching programmes (such as the UCLan distance learning programme in Philosophy and Mental Health 3 ) -is much to be welcomed.
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